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Ab苣出：act：An锄Ial vector field n~del of robot wQfks~ was Ixesented．Inthe model，the Vec眈 of ~ tant field 

described the most promising dir~ on 0frobot moron．The model assmnedthatthe edges ofevery obstacle．which was p~ygo- 

hal，wele uniformly chal~ ．It was shown that the IesIlldl l~u]sive force，wmch pl她 the robot away nthe obstacles， 

could be calcn!at~ in closed form．Several factors including the length，the smoothness and the safety of the path require con- 

siderin~ in robot l~vigalion．Thus，a hybrid II1i2知 0n algorithm，HGSA，which iIlc0叩0l删 the smoulmed annealin~algo- 

rithm (sA)into the gL~etic algorithm(GA)，was proposed to oper~zc the path~ough se； the model pa脚I蛾ers．The 

effectiveness of the proposed model was verified by c~nptscr simulation in three w jpaces with different obstacle distribulion． 

Com~ sol'iS between the ltilm捌 instils show that the hybrid algoritl-an obtains beater path solutions than dtber GA or SA． 

硒 r wol~s．-vector field model；robot navigation；GA；SA 
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基于混合遗传模拟退火算法的矢量场机器人导航 
邹细勇I' ，诸 静 

(I．浙江大学 电气工程学院，浙江 杭州，310027；2．浙江大学 工业控制技术国家重点实验室，浙江 杭州 310027) 

摘要：提出了一种解析形式的机器人矢量场导航模型，模型中场矢量的指向就是机器人的理想移动方向．模型 

假设工作空间中的障碍物为多边形，通过对障碍边界上电场的积分得到了排斥场的封闭解．导航必须考虑路径对 

长度、平滑度及安全性的要求，因此，一种混合遗传模拟退火优化算法被用来对导航模型的参数进行搜索，以寻找 

最优路径解．仿真结果验证了本文模型的有效性，优化所获路径的比较说明此混合算法要优于遗传算法和模拟退 

火算法 ． 

关键词：矢量场模型；机器人导航；遗传算法；模拟退火算法 

1 Introduction 

Autonomous navigation is one of the most important 

topics in the robot a】陀a and can be categorized into two 

ps_rts_-reactive navigation[1'2l and path planning
． the 

first one be ing local path planning based and the second 

one plans a path in the global workspace． 

I DIca】path planning is an on-line obstacles avoidance 

strateyy using the environmental information from its 

l~ eptual system and does not need a prior model ofthe 

environment．But the global Inl planning generates the 

overall path witll much prior information  on  the environ— 

ment．A complete path is required to be  planncd fi'om its 

initial location to the goal position while avoiding colli— 

sions with obstacles． Commonly the first step in the 

planning process is to map the workspace into the con— 

figuration space (C—space)．In con_figuration space，file 

robo t is represented as a point，and the location and ori— 

entation of the obstacles are known． 

In the global path planning a比a．the graph searching 

and potential field methods are the n popular ap— 

proaches used．The graph searching m削 [ ， ]~stly 

sets up a graph showing free space and forbidden space 

where there are obstacles．Based on this鲫 tl，a path is 

then selected by piecing together the grids or cells in the 
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free space． 
，  

A variety of potential field methods[5～ ]have been 

presented in the past few years，positive(repulsive)po— 

tential fields ale placed around the obstacles，and nega- 

tive(attractive)potential field is placed at the goal posi— 

tion．The resulting field of these two ones acts on the 

robo t to determine the motion direction．In general，the 

po tential is a scalar function of the tw o distances，which 

ale from the boun dary of the obstacles to the robo t and 

from the goal to the robo t，respectively．Th e gradient of 

such a scalar function can  be used as a fictitious force to 

navigate the robo t． 

In this paper，a new vector field model for robo t na vi— 

gation is presented，which in fact is an  improved po ten— 

tial field mode1．In the workspace with po lygonal obsta- 

cles，integral calculation of the repulsive field has been 

derived in closed form ，thus the resulting repulsive field 

is constructed analytically，rather than numerically． 

In order to take into consideration various require— 

ments in robo t navigation，a hybrid Genetic／Simulated 

Annealing algorithm is propo sed to search for the pre— 

ferred model parameters． 

2 Vector field model 

In the vector field model，the robo t is denoted by a 

positive po int charge，and negative charges are uniform— 

ly distributed on the edges of obstacle，while a negative 

po int charge is placed at the goal po sition． 

2．1 Attractive field of goal 

Th e attractive丘eld contributes to global navigation for 

the robo t．Ifthe field strength is set to be propo rtional to 

the distance be tween the robot and the goal，the motion 

may lose the direction in the area far apart from the 

goa1．Also，ifit is set to be  inversely propo rtional to the 

distance ，when the obstacles that are near the goal have 

strong field strength，the robo t cannot approach the goal 

for the stronger repulsive force．So it is set to be a con— 

stant： 

r)= ．(rG—r)' (1) 

where r and rG are the cun眦 position of the robo t and 

the goal，respectively．QG is charge quantity of the 

goal，kl is a coefficien t of the field strength． 

2．2 Repulsive field of  obstacles 

The~ lsive field contributes to local navigation for 

the robo t．In traditional repulsive field model，the field 

strength of the pO．mt charge trends to be the value of ∞ 

when the po int approaches the charge．But the robo t 

ma y also collide wi th the obstacles ifthe motion speed is 

too high．An improved field model is developed(as 

shown in Fig．1)，the re#on whe／~the field saength is 

infinite is some distance (D1)shifted outwards．Thus 

the safety of the robot trajectory be0Dl懈 tunable 

through changing DI．The repulsive field of a point 

charge on  the obstacle edge is de fined as follows： 

E。(r)= 

{ ．(r )，(Dl<d(r z)， 
to

， (d(r)≤Dl，d(r)>D2)， 

(2) 

where ri is the location of a po int charge on an edge of 

the obstacle，0o is its charge quantity，Ij}2 is a coeffi— 

cient，D2 is the function range of the fieM，d(r)is the 

least distance betw een the robo t and the edges of this 0b— 

stacle，DI is a shift parameter，which is called the basic 

safety distance． 

Fig．1 Improved repulsive field of point-charge 

n is assumed  in the model that the obstacles are 

po lygona1． An  analytical solution of  the field is ob 

tained，through performing integration on point cha唱e 

field alon g the obstacle edge．Considering an obstacle 

edge uniformly charged (as shown in Fig．2)，the line 

AB is the_『一th edge of the f—th obstacle，it is denoted by 

= · +d．The solution of the repulsive field(in 

the function range)is： 

(r)= 

f 蔓 ： 面‘
[( 一 ) +(Yr—y) 一D}] 

E +J。E · 

(3) 

Where li is the line density ofthe charges on the obstacle 

edge an d it is assumed to be  1． 
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肛 ‘佣1 一dX． I ’‘—————————————————————— ·V+ ：。 ． 。n。[(研
一  ) +(yr一，，) 一 ]专 ’ 

(4) 

In this formula，the denominator is 

( + )·{( + _=— ) + 

【 红1 -( 1高 门)． 【 + ‘。＼ + 』J J‘ 
Let it be=(1+后 )·[( + ) +c]． (5) 

一 后 = = ， 

·{．『： 。d 一．『： ‘d )= 
l ．{ l _1_ [( +h)2+。] 。 【 c 。 一 一 

l }' (6) 
陆 = 

·{ ‘d 一．『： 。d )= 
{ 

+ 
k ·h·( +h) 

C 

- (7) 

Assume there ale N polygonal obstacles in the 

workspace，and each obstacle has Mi edges，so the re． 

suiting field 

Ⅳ 

E(r)=EG(r)：∑∑ (r)= 
i=i J=i 

N Mi 

Eex(r)+∑ ∑ (r)+ 
i=i =i 

N Mi 

· [E研(r)+∑∑Eqy(r)]． (8)． 

The angle between E(r)and axis X is defined to be口， 

then 

a =  

Jv 

EGy(r)+∑∑Eqy 
i：I =I 

Jv 

EGx(r)+∑∑E缸 
i=i =i 

r 

—  

r 

(9) 

The qn~rant of口 is determined by the signal of 

(r)．From formula(9)，it is obvious that the tom- 

putation complexity of this algorithm is linear with re- 

spect to the number of the~ stacles edges witlfm the en- 

vironment，’0(NM)，where M is the maxinlulil edge 

number of a polygonal~ stacle． 

y E 
ip ~ (r ) 

0 a b 

Fig．2 (：Vost~l~edge uniformly chai~  

3 Robot navigation with vector field 

model 

3．1 Robot navigation method 

Robot navigation is performed at a constant speed as 

follows： 

Step 1 Generate the model parameters such as QG， 

1， 2，D1，De and motion step-size Sll，．Set up the field 

model for mbot navigation； 

Step 2 k =0，set the present position to be the ini- 

tial point S(Xs， )：-go=．gs，y0= ； 

Step 3 Calculate the direction an gle口according to 

formula(9)，then the next position is 

—  ～ 0

．

8 

(10) I +1： + 跏 ．sin ． 

Step 4 Steer the robot to the next position( +I， 

+1)，resetthepresent position： ： +1， = +1， 

k = k+ 1： 

Step 5 Judge if the robot reaches the goal position ： 

~／(船一xG) +( 一YG) <Tol(Tol is a tolerable posi． 

tion error)．if the condition is not satisfied and k is less 

than a preset biggest iteration nllmb~，return to Step 3； 

Step 6 The robot reaches the goal，or the step of 

motion exceeds the preset biggest number，i．e．，嗍 一 

plete path cannot be found using this poor mode1． 

As expectl~ ，the robot stops moving after reaching 

the goal position in the navigation．But if the parameters 

of the model ale set inappropriately，a complete path 

cannot be found．sometimes even co llisions will 0ccur 

(see Fig．3)．To the collision free paths，some other re· 

quirements must be  taken into consideration in robot 

navigation，including the length， smoothness and the 

mininlunl＆ average distance from the obstacles of the 

path． 
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Hg．3 Planned path with poor parameters 

3．2 Collision detection for path 

To detect whether there are collisions with~ stacle on 

the path，here consider a normal instance as shown in 

Fig．4．In the figure，the Yule AB is all~ stacle edge， 

and the curves marked  with small hollow diamonds aIe 

two possible robot path．Points Pl and P2 are the nearest 

points to points A and B on axis X，respectively．It call 

he seen that the possible collision area is[Pl，p2+1]oil 

the path for this edge． 

First of all，find these two points pl and p2 on the 

path．Assutlie that the line AB is y = al· + bl，and 

for every point in this area ∈ [pi，p2]，the line 

from po int to po int +1 is y = a2 + b2．If al： 

a2，the two lines ale parallel，no collision may t3c．cul"； 

else calculate the cross po int of these tw o lines ： 

( ，，，)： 

((62一b1)／(口1一口2)，口1·(b2一b1)／(a1一a2)+b1)． 

Lastly，judge( <= <=XB& <=戈<： 

+1)，if the condition is satisfied，there has a collision 

betw een this path st~'tion and the edge AB ，else no co lli— 

sion occurs ． 

For every obstacle edge in the workspace，repeat the 

process．Once a collision is found，stop this pIDI。edIlIe， 

and there is no need of more detection for the rest 

edges ． 

4 Hybrid genetic／an~ealin_g algoritlun for 

robot navigation 

4．1 Hybdd o】，til】ni枷 Dn strategy ． 

Since the robot navigation is an optimization problem 

(OP)，some optimization techniques are used to search 

for optimal model parameters and motion step-size，in— 

duding GA and SA。 

GA[8·9]and SA[10]are tw o useful 曲Dchasac tech． 

niques，capable of solving the optimization problem ap— 

proximately．GA is based on natural gelledcs and rlaturai 

selection，and it is naturally parallel Generally，a GA 

has three operators，starting from several to many points 

by reproduction，crossover and mutation， better solu— 

tions call he found rapidly with respect to the original 

po pulation．Simple as it is，it suffers from poor conver- 

gence and usually has the inferior solution quality com- 

p删 to the SA ．SA is an opfmaization  technique，which 

simulates the physical annealing plucess of a molten - 

ticle starting from a high tempemture．It has the abitity 

to escape local mil~mum by incorpo rating the probabilis— 

tic acceptance technique，but it usually takes much como 

putation  time in order to arrive at a near-global minilnulll 

and cannot easily exploit parallelism ． 

In this paper，a hybrid optimization algorithm (see 

Procedure 1)，combining both GA and SA，is present— 

ed ．The new algorithm，referred to as hybrid Genetic／ 

Simulated Annealing algorithm(HGSA)，trying to com— 

bine local and global searches ，adopt the probabilistic 

acceptance of SA in the sched ule to improve the conver- 

gence of the simple GA． 

Procedure 1 

The hybrid Genetic／Sim ulated Annealing Algorithm 

(HGSA) 

Step 1 Initialize the parameters such as the popula· 

tion size，the crossover rate，the mutation  rate and the 

cooling rate(17)．Set initial temperature 7"o．And gener- 

ation number Jl}= 0： 

Step 2 Determine the value interval for every 嘞 · 

eter in the field model and how they are coded into seven 

sub-strings，which ale used to form the chromosome． 

Randomly generate the initial population P(O)； 

Step 3 = 五+1，for each individual in P(五一 

1)，decode the chromosome to the parameters of the 

field model，which then is used to navigate the robot． 
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Calculate the value of the fitness function according to 

the planned path(refer to Section 4．2)； 

Step 4 Implement selection，crossover and mutation 

operation 011 P( 一1)to create P ( )，and update the 

best solution found SO far if possible； 

Step 5 For each individualJ in P ( )，i=0， 

W hile i< S 

{ 

Generate a neighbor solution from randomly， 

calculate the illness value of replace J with jt 

砌  min{-，唧【 】)， 
ur．~ate the best solution found SO far if possible； 

= Z+ l 

} 

End for 

S is a preset number for the SA loop．The population af- 

ter this operation is the next generation尸( )； 

step 6 Decrease te~ llare死 = l ； 

Step 7 If the stop criterion has not been satisfied． 

rettll'n to Step 3； 

Step 8 Record the best solution． Plot the path， 

which is planned with the parameters decoded from this 

solution． 

4．2 F|tne~,s value calettlation 

Considering the global aim is to plan a collision free 

path of minimum length， maxilnUlll smoothness， and 

nlaxiI啪 safety，four fitness sub-funetiom have been 

defined： 

‘

Function of the length：Yl=steps。Sw； 

Fun~Oll of the smoothness：，2=rd—back； 
。

Function of the illininlum distance to obstacles：f3 

= l／d ； 

。

Function of the average distance to obstacles：f4 

l／davc： 1／DI； 

Where steps is all index of motion steps for the path，it 

is set as follows： 

steps 

f —steps ( —steps~<200&collision free)， 

{20o+ —steps( —steps~200&collision occur)， 
tSO0 ( 

— steps>200，i．e．，no finished path)， 

(11) 

where 200 is set for the 40×40 w0l Ice， —steps is 

the iterative number in the navigation．And rd—turn ，a 

record of the coarselleSs on the path，iS the number of 

the points，where the turning angle exceeds 7c／6 in two 

sequential steps in the path，Or the two sequential turning 

angles ale not in the same dilrectioll(clockwise Or 

counter clockwise)．dBlin and dave ale the mininlum and 

average distance between the path and obstacles，respec· 

tively，d。 can be denoted by D1． 

Linearly combine the four sub-functions into a tom- 

posite scalar illness function as the following weighted 

邮n approach(忉l call be set according to the w‘)【kspace 

and the preference of decision maker)： 

fitness( )： 

t131。fl+to2。f2+lo3·f3+104·f4= 

t￡，l‘steps’ +t￡，2 一back+ W3+ W4
． 

(12) 

So the optimiT~fion objective is to search forⅡle least 

value of the fitness function． 

5 ‘I伽 p1l切d伽 aI results＆ discussion 

A series of ex~mputer simulatiom aIe cond~ !to e． 

valuate the ability ofthe vector field model and HGsA t0 

plan a咖 between two desired l~．．atiom in tlknee differ- 

erlt workspaces．1he ex~mputation is impll釉肋住：d 0Il a 

Pentimn computer and the program is coded in M file 

using Matlab． 

刚  ofthe GA，sA and HGsA aIe test． 

ed with the sa】【ne paranleters and stop criteria．which the 

best solution found SO far stays fixed al s10|ne O0|1Se |ve 

genera6om ．For the three optiwiT~fion algorithm，the 

p【 ．1l；ltion size is set to be 50，P。to be 0．8， to be 

0．02，and砑to be 0．9．Each instance is randomly硼  

15 times for each algorithm ． 

e l shows that the results obtained by HGsA aIe 

better than those obtained by SA and GA applied alone． 

耵le best solutions found SO far of the HGSA have less 

fimess value than that of the other two；IIloil~ver，the 

CPU time of HGSA is much less than GA．It must be 

st砷ed that the CPU time of the SA is less than the O吐ler 

two in our exl~riments．It will~TISUllle mole than 

the other two．if all the three algorithms aIe implement· 

酣 seriallyLl̈
． 

Itisdifficultfor simpleGA tomaintain ah diversi— 

ty OVer time．As a result of the roulette wheel process． 

s10I∞e best solutions duplicate~ lves incr~ mgly in 

me new generation，and low-fimess solutions 翟l【IIlally 
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drop out．HGSA，by contrast，maintains a healthy di— 

versity by using SA schedule，which accepts new solu— 

tions at~lP．,ater rate with higher temperature，and protects 

good solutions from dropping out with lower tempera— 

line．It has been shown to overcome the pOOl"conver— 

gence property of GA significantly． 

W ith GA doing global search，HGSA call obtain a 

much larger portion of the solution space than SA ．Thus 

it call arrive at better solutions in less time． 

Fig．5 plots the paths derived in three different 

workspaces from the start location(S)to goal position 

(G)using the model，whose parameters ale decoded 

from the best solutions shown in Table 1．It can be seen 

that the paths ale safe，short and smooth． 

g 
＼  

g 
＼  

g 
＼  

Pig．5 Planned laths with the best model parameters 

found SO far of HGsA in three environments 

with different obstacle distribution 

(◆denotes the nearest point tO the obstacles) 

1 le 1 

GA，SA and HGSA 

Env．1 291．95l7 4．450l 29o．05l0 1．7942 287．3537 2．5O92 

Env．2 264．79r76 4．7913 263．7880 1．9O54 261．3471 3．1549 

Env．3 265．5475 3．4564 263．5825 1．4285 262．609l 2．6845 

f ：the best fitness value of the algorithm found OVa"15衄 s； 

tare：the average CPU time tO obtain the ovtimal solution(in 

minute) 

6 Conclusions 

A novel vector field model is developed from an im- 

proved potential field for robot navigation in 2D 

workspace．An analytically lather than numerical solu— 

tion of the repulsive field，has been obtained through 

performing line integration of point-charge—field along 

theobstacle edge．Besides collision，someother require— 

ments must be taken into consideration in robot naviga— 

tion，including the length，the smoothness and the safety 

of the path．In view that robot navigation is an optimiza— 

tion problem，a hybrid optimization technique，HGSA， 

is used to optimize the navigation mode1．Path planning 

tests in three workspaces using GA，SA，and the hybrid 

algorithm are presented．Simulation results show that the 

planned paths ale very satisfying， using the proposed 

mode1．And it call be seen that the presented hybrid al— 

gorithm out~ olms GA and SA． 

For the prevalent drawback of local minimuln in po— 

tential field based navigation algorithm，t?,ertaill heuristic 

techniques ale required to be appended in sonle unfavor- 

able cases．The mending methods will be presented in 

the future work． 
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